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Abstract 29 

The unmet medical need of patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) is the inexorable loss of 30 

CNS myelin and latterly neurons leading to permanent neurological disability. Solicitation of 31 

endogenous oligodendrocytes progenitor cells (OPC), the precursor of oligodendrocytes, to 32 

remyelinate axons may abort the onset of disability. In female mice with experimental 33 

autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), a murine model of MS, adoptive transfer of IL-10+ 34 

regulatory B cells (Bregs) has been shown to reverse EAE by promoting the expansion of 35 

peripheral and CNS-infiltrating IL-10+ T cells. Here, we examined whether Bregs treatment and 36 

its bystander effect on regulatory T-cells are associated with CNS repair as reflected by 37 

oligodendrogenesis and remyelination. We have found that transfusion of Bregs reverses 38 

established clinical EAE and that clinical improvement is associated with a significant increase 39 

in spinal cord remyelination as reflected by g-ratio analysis within the thoracic and lumbar spine. 40 

We further observed in the spinal cords of EAE Bregs treated mice that CNS resident 41 

CD11b/CD45intLy6C- microglia, and infiltrating CD11b+/CD45high monocytes/macrophages 42 

content reverts to normal and polarize to a M2-like CD206+ phenotype. Concurrently, there was 43 

a substantial increase in neo-oligodendrogenesis as manifest by an increase in CD45-/low CNS 44 

cells expressing A2B5, an early marker in OPC differentiation as well as GalC+/O1+ pre-45 

myelinating and MBP+/MOG+ mature oligodendrocytes with reciprocal downregulation of paired 46 

related homeobox protein 1 (PRXX1). These results demonstrate that the clinical benefit of Bregs 47 

is associated with normalization of CNS immune milieu and concurrent activation of 48 

oligodendrocyte progenitor cells with subsequent remyelination. 49 

  50 
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Significance Statement  51 

In multiple sclerosis (MS) patients, demyelination progresses with aging and disease 52 

course leading to irreversible disability. In this study, we have discovered, using a mouse model 53 

of MS, that the transfusion of autologous regulatory B cells (Bregs) is able to ameliorate, cure and 54 

sustain the durable remission of the disease. We show that the adoptive transfer of Bregs 55 

dramatically decreased the frequency of myeloid-derived cells, both infiltrating 56 

monocytes/macrophages, and resident microglia, and converted their phenotype to an 57 

immunosuppressive-like phenotype. Moreover, we showed that central nervous system 58 

oligodendrocyte progenitor cells are activated following Bregs treatment and differentiate into 59 

myelinating oligodendrocytes which results in neo-oligodendrogenesis and remyelination of 60 

spinal cords. 61 

  62 
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Introduction 63 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central 64 

nervous system (CNS), progressive and often debilitating (Dendrou et al., 2015). More than 2.5 65 

million people have been diagnosed worldwide with MS, and in the United States alone, 200 66 

new cases of MS are diagnosed each week (Hemmer et al., 2015; Axisa and Hafler, 2016).  67 

MS involves an abnormal immune-mediated process against the CNS (Lemus et al., 68 

2018). Within the CNS, the activated immune system causes inflammation and damage to the 69 

myelin sheaths that surround axons (Dendrou et al., 2015; Axisa and Hafler, 2016; Lemus et al., 70 

2018). Axons that have been demyelinated tend to atrophy and may eventually degenerate 71 

causing neuronal loss (Azodi et al., 2017).  72 

There are different phenotypes of the disease but etiologically they are all characterized 73 

by two distinct phases (Kalincik, 2015; Katz Sand, 2015; Vidal-Jordana and Montalban, 2017). 74 

At the beginning, the peripheral immune system drives the disease targeting the CNS, whereas in 75 

the progressive phase, an immune reaction within the CNS is found (Hemmer et al., 2015).  76 

More than half a dozen disease-modifying therapies (DMTs) have been FDA approved 77 

and  78 

offer a broad range of options in treating relapsing-remitting MS (Cree and Hartung, 2016; 79 

Ingwersen et al., 2016; Soelberg Sorensen, 2017). All these drugs lessen the symptoms in 80 

patients and keep the disease from getting worse by targeting the aberrant immune response but 81 

failed to prevent progression of the disease (Soelberg Sorensen, 2017). Unfortunately, there is no 82 

cure for MS and none of these therapies can repair neurological damage already sustained. Thus, 83 

an urgent and unmet medical need is the development of myelin repair promoting therapies for 84 

MS, the central process in the development of MS. By regenerating the myelin sheath around 85 
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axons, neuronal function can be restored and prevent further neuronal loss and clinical disability 86 

(Chamberlain et al., 2016; Bove and Green, 2017; Scolding et al., 2017). 87 

In the CNS, oligodendrocytes (OD) are the myelinating cells (Bradl and Lassmann, 88 

2010). OD wrap layers of highly specialized cell membrane around the nerve fibers to form 89 

myelin, which facilitate axonal conduction by providing electrical insulation (Dimou and 90 

Simons, 2017). Oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPC) are able to migrate within the 91 

parenchyma and extend cell membrane protrusions that finally produce the insulating sheaths of 92 

neuronal axons (Bradl and Lassmann, 2010; Domingues et al., 2018). In MS, remyelination can 93 

be extensive but diminishes with aging and disease course (Goldschmidt et al., 2009). 94 

Demyelinated axons are more at risk for degeneration and can end with axon loss (Hagemeier et 95 

al., 2012). The driving force for OPC morphological maturation and migration is still unclear but 96 

represents a major interest in demyelinating diseases such as MS. 97 

In mice with experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), a murine model of MS, 98 

we previously showed that intravenous administration of autologous regulatory B cells (Bregs) led 99 

to complete and long-lasting EAE remission that was dependent on Bregs expression of MHCII 100 

and interleukin IL-10 (Rafei et al., 2009; Pennati et al., 2016). We further defined that following 101 

intravenous delivery Bregs migrate to spleen and mesenteric lymph nodes and do not home to 102 

CNS. Within these secondary lymphoid organs, Bregs trigger an expansion of CD4+ IL-10 103 

expressing T-cells that latterly accumulate in CNS co-incidentally with normalization of 104 

microglial and macrophage content (Pennati et al., 2016). As an aggregate, these data showed 105 

that Bregs deploy an innate anti-inflammatory response through peripheral interplay with IL-10 106 

expressing T-cells that secondarily home to inflamed CNS. In this study, we have established 107 

that amelioration of EAE symptoms is accompanied by maturation of oligodendrocytes and 108 
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remyelination of spinal cord in the animals treated with Bregs. This data supports the hypothesis 109 

that transfusion of Bregs can abate inflammation and secondarily promote neo-oligodendrogenesis 110 

in the CNS by activating OPC. This pre-clinical observation serves as rationale for clinical 111 

studies examining the utility of cell therapy with autologous Bregs for mitigating neuronal loss in 112 

MS.  113 
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Material and Methods 114 

Ethics statement 115 

 All animals were handled and treated according to the guidelines and recommendations 116 

of the Research Animal Resources Center and the Animal Care and Use Committee at the 117 

University of Wisconsin–Madison. C57BL/6 mice were purchased from The Jackson 118 

Laboratory. Mice were used between 6 and 20 week of age. EAE was induced in 8-10 weeks-old 119 

female mice. Mice were anesthetized by isoflurane and euthanized by transcardial perfusion with 120 

PBS.   121 

 122 

Reagents and antibodies 123 

MOG35-55 (Sigma-Aldrich), incomplete Freund's adjuvant (Difco, BD), 124 

H37Ra Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Sigma-Aldrich), PercollTM (GE Healthcare), Ghost Dye™ 125 

Red 780 (TONBO biosciences). For the phenotypic analysis of monocytes and microglia the 126 

following antibodies were used as per manufacture recommendation: BD anti-CD11 APC (clone 127 

M1-70), BioLegend anti-CD45 BV510 (clone 30-F11), eBioscience anti-Ly6c PerCPCy5.5 128 

(clone HK1.4), BD anti-MHCII, BD Horizon anti-CD44 V450 (clone IM7), BioLegend anti-129 

CD274 BV711 (clone B7-H1), BD anti-CD206 PE (clone 19.2). For oligodendrocytes analysis 130 

the following markers were used as per manufacture recommendation: R&D anti-A2B5 Alexa 131 

Fluor® 647 (clone # 105), R&D anti-Oligodendrocyte Marker O1 Alexa Fluor® 405-conjugated 132 

Antibody, Millipore Anti-Galactocerebroside FITC Antibody (clone mGalC) and Invitrogen anti-133 

CD140 (PDGFRA) FITC (clone APA5). For Western Blotting analysis R&D anti-MBP (clone # 134 

932908) and R&D anti-MOG (accession # Q61885), and Invitrogen anti-PRXX1 (PA5-75553). 135 

 136 
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 137 

Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis induction and analysis 138 

We induced and scored EAE, as previously described (Nicholson et al., 1995; Miller et 139 

al., 2010). Briefly, EAE was induced by subcutaneous injection of 50 μg of MOG35-55 (Sigma-140 

Aldrich) emulsified in complete Freund's adjuvant (Difco, BD) containing 5 mg/ml H37Ra 141 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis. On day 0 and 2, 100 ng of pertussis toxin (Sigma-Aldrich) was 142 

administered by intraperitoneal injection. Signs of disease appeared 11-14 days post 143 

immunization (dpi). 144 

EAE clinical scores were graded as follows: 0, normal; 1, flaccid tail; 2, hindlimb 145 

weakness; 3, flaccid tail with paralysis of one front or one hindleg; 4, complete hindlimb 146 

paralysis and partial front leg paralysis; 5, tetraplegia, moribund, or death. Mice with a clinical 147 

score ≥0.5 were included. Randomization of EAE mice was performed prior to experimental 148 

intervention to ensure the same starting average clinical score for each test group.  149 

 150 

Generation of Bregs and adoptive transfer 151 

 B cells were isolated from the spleen of normal C57BL/6 by negative selection (Stem 152 

Cell Technologies) and stimulated with 10 ng/mL of recombinant bacterial derived GIFT15 for 153 

72-96 hours to generate IL-10+ Bregs (Pennati et al., 2014; Pennati et al., 2016). The cells were 154 

collected and washed twice with PBS. EAE mice received 5 million Bregs or unstimulated B cells 155 

in 0.1 mL of PBS. Recipient mice administered Bregs or control B cells by tail vein injection 156 

using a small gauge (28g) needle after onset of symptomatic EAE, every 7 days for three doses. 157 

Three independent experiments were conducted (n=6 mice per group). 158 

 159 
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 160 

Western blot analysis 161 

Immune cells were isolated from spinal cords and brains of animals as described in the 162 

flow cytometry section. Cells were extracted in lysis buffer (Cell Signaling Technology) 163 

supplemented with 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride and 1× protease inhibitor (Thermo 164 

Fisher Scientific). Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted for MOG (R&D 165 

AF2439) and MBP (R&D MAB42282), following the manufacturer’ specifications.  166 

 167 

Histopathology 168 

Spinal cords and brains from mice intracardially perfused with ice-cold Dulbecco's PBS 169 

(DPBS) without Ca2+ and Mg2+ and 2.5% (w/v) glutaraldehyde sequentially, and embedded in 170 

Epon plastic. The perfusion-fixed spinal cords were cut into small blocks, further fixed with 171 

2.5% glutaraldehyde. Semi thin sections (1 μm) were stained for myelin with 1% toluidine 172 

blue/1% sodium borate. For electron microscopy, the plastic-embedded spinal cord was cut at 80 173 

nm. Sample preparation and tomographic electron microscopy was carried out at the University 174 

of Wisconsin, Medical School Electron Microscopy Facility with a Philips CM120 transmission 175 

electron microscope and images captured with a BioSprint 12 series digital camera using AMT 176 

Image Capture Engine V700.  177 

 178 

Isolation of CNS immune cells and oligodendrocytes for flow cytometry  179 

Mice (n=3) were perfused intracardially with ice-cold Dulbecco's PBS (DPBS) without 180 

Ca2+ and Mg2+. Brains and spinal cords were collected and immediately homogenized with a 181 

plunger in RPMI medium. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 300×g for 5 min at room 182 
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temperature. The supernatant was aspirated, and cells were gently resuspended in Accutase for 183 

30 min at 37 °C. After centrifugation at 300×g for 5 min at room temperature, supernatant was 184 

discarded and the cell pellet was resuspended in 40% Percoll in HBSS (GE Healthcare). The cell 185 

suspension was centrifuged at 650×g for 25 min, with slow acceleration and deceleration rates. 186 

Cells were isolated from the pellet and washed twice with FACS buffer. Cells are streamed 187 

through the flow cytometer, excited by laser light, and emitted fluorescence is directed 188 

throughout filters to photomultiplier tubes specific for each fluorochrome. Single cells are then 189 

analyzed using forward (FSC) and side (SSC) scatter of light. Further discrimination is allowed 190 

by the use of different fluorochromes.  For the detection of cell surface markers, cells were 191 

stained in FACS buffer with the different fluorochrome-labeled monoclonal antibodies. Cells 192 

were incubated for 30 min on antibodies at 4°C. Flow cytometry analysis and data acquisition 193 

were performed using an Attune NxT flow cytometer (Thermo Fisher), and the data analysis was 194 

performed with FCS express (DeNovo Software).  195 

 196 

Experimental Design and Statistical analysis 197 

The primary aim of this study was to determine the remyelinating properties of Bregs into 198 

EAE mice recipient.  We estimated the within-group standard deviation (SD) in g-ratio to be no 199 

larger than 0.0217. With alpha = 0.05, and the SD as above, a power of 0.9 can be met to detect a 200 

difference of 0.05 or more in mean g-ratio between any two experimental groups with a sample 201 

size of n=6 mice per group. G-ratio values are visualized as data displayed as box and whiskers 202 

(Min to Max). 203 

For flow cytometry validation experiments, EAE was induced in wild type mice as 204 

previously descripted and were euthanized at early onset (13 dpi), onset (21 dpi) and during 205 
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chronic phase or remission of the disease (34 dpi). Microglia, monocytes/macrophages and OPC 206 

were isolated and labelled with the appropriate antibody as previously described. Dead cells were 207 

eliminated using a LIVE/DEAD staining dye (Ghost Dye TM Red 780, Tonbo Biosciences). Flow 208 

cytometry was performed on Attune NxT flow cytometer (Thermo Fisher), and the data analysis 209 

was performed with FCS express (DeNovo Software). Each sample was derived from a single 210 

mouse and at least 6 mice were used in each group.  211 

For the western blotting analysis each sample was derived from a pool of 3-4 mice. 212 

All statistical analyses were performed using Prism 6 Software. Unless otherwise 213 

indicated, tests of statistical significance were conducted using a two-tailed Student's t test. Data 214 

display normal variance. The threshold for significance for all experiments was set at *p < 0.05. 215 

Smaller p values were represented as **p ≤ 0.01 and ***p ≤ 0.001. In bar graphs, all data are 216 

plotted as mean ± SEM. 217 

  218 
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Results 219 

Histological Analysis of Spinal Cords from EAE mice following Bregs transfusion. 220 

To test the hypothesis that Bregs can ameliorate EAE by inducing remyelination, C57BL/6 221 

female mice were immunized with MOG35–55 peptide to develop a chronic form of EAE. After 222 

10-13 days, the mice displayed clinical signs and were allocated in three groups having a similar 223 

average clinical score (1.6  0.5). Six untreated EAE mice were euthanized 13 days post-224 

immunization (dpi, Fig. 1A). The other two groups of EAE C57BL/6 mice were injected IV 225 

starting 13 dpi either with 2x106 Bregs (n=6) or 2x106 B cells (n=6) every 7 days for 3 weeks and 226 

the disease score was followed over time (Fig. 1A). Clinical attenuation of the disease score was 227 

observed in mice treated with Bregs with a clinical score on day 40 dpi of 0.1  0.1. EAE mice 228 

treated with control B cells had an average score of 1.8  0.4, similar to untreated EAE mice 229 

with an average score of 1.9  0.5 (Rafei et al., 2007; Pennati et al., 2016).  230 

Spinal cords of untreated animals were collected 13 dpi or 2.5-3 weeks after the first 231 

adoptive transfer of B cells or Bregs. Toluidine blue staining of spinal cord sections (Fig.1B) was 232 

used to screen sections of the spinal cords to evaluate the areas for re/demyelination. Both areas 233 

were manually outlined and calculated by an automated system with ImageJ. Demyelination and 234 

remyelination areas were observed in the spinal cord white matter following EAE induction (Fig. 235 

1B). Spinal cords of wild type mice showed no signs of demyelination (Fig.  1B). Mice treated 236 

with control B cells underwent progressive demyelination as showed by the areas of the spinal 237 

cords with faint staining (Fig. 1B). Demyelination was evident in the lateral column of the 238 

thoracic sections, but they were qualitatively more pronounced in the subpial ventro-lateral 239 

column of lumbar sections of mice treated with B cells (Fig. 1B). Untreated EAE mice showed 240 

lesions in the spinal cords (Fig. 1B). The lesions in the lumbar spinal cords of EAE untreated 241 
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mice were comparable to the one observed in EAE B cells treated mice one-month post 242 

treatment (Fig. 1B, C). In the thoracic region always of untreated EAE animals, smaller 243 

demyelinated lesions were detectable compared to B cells treated animals (Fig. 1B, C). However, 244 

mice treated with Bregs showed more homogeneous staining of the spinal cords with toluidine 245 

blue (Fig. 1B). The percentage of spinal cord regions affected by EAE lesions varied greatly 246 

between the three different groups, even within the same sample and the most severe lesions 247 

appeared to be more caudal in the spinal cord (Fig. 1C).  Indeed, the demyelination observed in 248 

MOG-immunized mice is not homogenous throughout the spinal cord and/or between different 249 

mice. Analysis of the spinal cords of Bregs treated animals that went to full remission did not 250 

show evidence of lesions in toluidine blue stained sections, consistent with myelin integrity 251 

similar to that observed in control wild-type animals (Fig. 1B). 252 

 253 

Transmission Electron Microscopy of myelin sheaths and g-ratio on Spinal Cord Sections. 254 

To examine the effect of Bregs adoptive transfer on spinal cord myelin sheaths distribution 255 

in EAE, ultrastructural analyses of the spinal cords were carried out by transmission electron 256 

microscopy (TEM) (Fig.  2A,B). Six Bregs treated and six B cells treated EAE C57BL/6 mice 257 

were sacrificed 3.5 weeks post adoptive transfer concomitant to near complete clinical recovery 258 

(average disease score of 0.1  0.1) of the animals treated with Bregs compared to B cells controls 259 

(average disease score of 1.8  0.6, P < 0.0001). Spinal cords of four mice 13 dpi (onset of 260 

symptoms) serve as control animals to assess cord lesions before any treatment (Fig. 2A, B). 261 

Further spinal cords of six wild type mice served as a control in the absence of EAE. Low TEM 262 

set was used first to define the regions of the spinal cords (dorsal, ventral and laterals) followed 263 

by high-magnification. High magnification examination qualitatively revealed thin myelin 264 
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sheaths, a well-defined morphological hallmark of remyelination, in mice treated with Bregs (Fig. 265 

2A). Untreated EAE mice showed signs of demyelination similar to mice treated with B cells 266 

(Fig. 2A).  267 

To further quantify the extent of remyelination, we measured the axon diameter/fiber 268 

diameter as reflected by the g-ratio in three different regions (lumbar, thoracic and cervical 269 

regions of the spinal cords) (Guy et al., 1991). This ratio correlates the myelin sheath thickness 270 

to its respective nerve fiber. Mice euthanized at onset of disease showed signs of demyelination 271 

both in the thoracic and lumbar region respect to wild type mice (Fig. 2B, P ≤ 0.0001). Bregs 272 

treated mice displayed significant remyelination in the thoracic and lumbar regions compared to 273 

untreated EAE mice or B cells treated mice, with lower g-ratio values (Fig. 2B, P ≤ 0.0001, 274 

dorsal, ventral and lateral regions of thoracic sections, and P ≤ 0.01 for the lumbar sections). 275 

Mice treated with Bregs showed a g-ratio similar to the one observed on normal mice (Fig. 2B). 276 

No difference between the four groups was evident in the cervical region and the g-ratio values 277 

were comparable to the ones observed in literature for wild type animals (Fig. 2B).  278 

 279 

Analysis of CNS resident microglia and myeloid cells in EAE mice post Bregs treatment. 280 

Using flow cytometry analysis we have previously showed increased frequency of 281 

macrophages/monocytes cells in the CNS of a murine model of ALS (Pennati et al., 2018). 282 

Intravenous treatment with Bregs was able to diminish the percentage of CNS infiltrating 283 

monocytes/macrophages compared to what observed in untreated animals. To better understand 284 

if treatment with Bregs had any effect in the CNS infiltrating myeloid cells composition and 285 

phenotype in EAE, spinal cords and brains were collected and analyzed for leukocyte content in 286 

cohorts of treated and control EAE mice one month post adoptive transfer of Bregs.  287 
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Samples isolated with Percoll gradient were separated in two primary populations, 288 

CD45int and CD45high. Differences in the surface expression of CD45 antigen relates to the 289 

distinction between microglia (CD11b+CD45intLy6C-) and blood derived myeloid cells 290 

(CD11b+CD45high) (Ritzel et al., 2015). In the brain, mice treated with Bregs showed a frequency 291 

of monocytes/macrophages similar to the one observed in normal mice (less than 1%) and lower 292 

to the one detected in the B cells treated animals (Fig.  3A, P = 0.03). An increased frequency of 293 

infiltrating monocytes/macrophages in the B cells treated animas respect to the Bregs treated 294 

group was evident (Fig. 3A, P = 0.02). The frequency of infiltrating monocytes/macrophages in 295 

the spinal cords of Bregs treated animal was increases respect to the wild-type group but lower to 296 

the one of B cells treated animals (Fig. 3A, P = 0.03 and P = 0.02, respectively).  297 

Mice treated with Bregs showed a frequency of resident microglia similar to the one 298 

observed in wild-type mice in the brains and a 1.5-fold increase in the spinal cords (Fig. 3C, P = 299 

0.04). However, B cells treated EAE animals have an increase frequency of resident microglia 300 

in the spinal cords, compared to wild type animals (Fig. 3C, P = 0.02). Similarly, higher 301 

frequency of resident microglia could be observed in the brains of the animals treated with B 302 

cells compared to the Bregs treated group (Fig. 3C, P = 0.03).  303 

Moreover, we carried out phenotypic analysis of infiltrating monocytes and resident 304 

microglia, both in brains and spinal cords. In brain monocytes/macrophages, a slight but 305 

significantly lower expression of CD44 was observed in the animals treated with B cells 306 

compared to Bregs treated animals (Fig. 3A, B). No significative differences in the expression of 307 

other pro-inflammatory markers were detectable, both in infiltrating monocytes/macrophages 308 

and resident microglia, neither in spinal cords nor brains of all cohorts of animals (Fig. 3A, B, C, 309 

D). We also examined the expression of CD206 as a surrogate marker of M2 polarization of 310 
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myeloid-derived cells either microglia or monocytes/macrophages. Both in the brains and spinal 311 

cords, a higher expression of CD206 in microglia was observable in the Bregs treated animals 312 

compared to the B cells treated ones (Fig. 3A, B, C, D; P = 0.002 in the brains and P =0. 008 in 313 

spinal cords, respectively). Similarly, a higher expression of CD206 was noticeable in the brains 314 

and spinal cords of infiltrating monocytes/macrophages in the Bregs treated group respect to B 315 

cells treated animals (Fig. 3A, B, C, D; P < 0.0001 for the brains and P = 0.006 for spinal cords, 316 

respectively). The expression levels of CD206 in the Bregs treated animal was similar to the one 317 

observed in wild type animals (Fig. 3A, B, C, D). 318 

 319 

Oligodendrocytogenesis in spinal cords and brains of EAE mice treated with Bregs. 320 

Spinal cords of C57BL/6 EAE mice, treated either with B cells or Bregs, or naïve mice 321 

were mechanically dissociated and sequentially digested with Accutase for 30 min, 2 and 3.5 322 

weeks post adoptive transfer. To ascertain oligodendrocyte content and oligodendrocyte 323 

precursor cell (OPC) distribution, we performed flow cytometric analysis of non-hematopoietic 324 

cells (CD45-/low) from CNS and employed a panel of antibodies to characterized markers 325 

expressed during different stages of oligodendrocyte lineage (Robinson et al., 2014). Isolation of 326 

oligodendrocytes progenitor cells (OPC) was carried out with 40% Percoll gradient 327 

centrifugation. Sequential gates in forward and side scatter were drawn to remove debris and 328 

other events of non-interest, preserving cells based on size and complexity. Live cells were gated 329 

on singlets and finally the CD45-/low was analyzed to exclude hematopoietic cells and microglia 330 

(Fig. 4A).  331 

Oligodendrocyte lineage analysis, from early progenitor (A2B5 and CD140) to 332 

pre/myelinating oligodendrocytes (GALC and O1) was carried out by flow cytometry (Fig. 4B). 333 
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In the spinal cords, within two weeks post adoptive transfer a 2-fold up-regulation of A2B5 a cell 334 

surface ganglioside epitope, an early marker in OPC differentiation, can be observed in mice 335 

treated with Bregs compared to wild type or B cells treated mice (Fig. 4B,C; P = 0.004 and P = 336 

0.02, respectively). More than 2-fold up regulation of CD140 was present in Bregs treated animals 337 

compared to wild type mice (Fig. 4B,C; P < 0.0001). Interesting, B cells treated mice showed a 338 

2-fold downregulation of CD140 respect to wild type animals (Fig. 4B, C; P = 0.003). A 2-fold 339 

upregulation of pre-myelinating oligodendrocyte marker GalC was observable in the spinal cord 340 

of Bregs treated mice compared to EAE mice treated with B cells or wild type animals (Fig. 4B, 341 

C; P < 0.05 and P = 0.009, respectively). Oligodendrocyte Marker O1, was 3-fold upregulated in 342 

the EAE mice treated with B cells respective to wild type mice (Fig. 4B, C; P = 0.02). Further 343 

analysis by flow cytometry showed a down-regulation of GalC and O1 in the Bregs treated group 344 

once the full remission of the disease was noticeable, 3.5 weeks post adoptive transfer (Fig. 4B). 345 

To further investigate OPC maturation/differentiation, the frequency of early-myelinating 346 

oligodendrocytes (A2B5+CD140+) and pre/myelinating oligodendrocytes GALC+O1+ was 347 

assessed in the spinal cords of wild type and EAE B cells or Bregs treated mice (Fig. 4C). Both B 348 

cells and Bregs treated animals showed an expansion of early-myelinating double-positive 349 

A2B5+CD140+ oligodendrocytes but only in the Bregs treated mice were fully differentiated 350 

pre/myelinating double-positive GALC+O1+ oligodendrocytes detected.  Indeed, in the B cells 351 

treated mice the expression of both GALC and O1 is 10-fold lower compared to the Bregs treated 352 

EAE mice (0.2% versus 2.3% for B cells and Bregs treated animals, Fig.  4D). This data supports 353 

the hypothesis that in EAE there is a limited maturation of the previously expanded early/pre-354 

myelinating OPC cells (Robinson et al., 2014). No significant differences were noticeable in the 355 

expression of oligodendrocyte markers in the brain between all the four-groups (Fig. 4C). 356 
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 Western blotting analysis of whole spinal cord lysate were analyzed for expression of 357 

markers usually expressed in a more mature stage of oligodendrocytes development. Both MBP 358 

(myelin basic protein) and MOG (myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein), were increased in the 359 

spinal cords of Bregs treated animals compared to the B cells treated group, the EAE untreated 360 

group and the control, age-matched wild type mice (Fig. 4E). Only in Bregs treated animals 361 

PRXX1 (paired related homeobox protein 1) was downregulated in the spinal cord in respect to 362 

untreated EAE mice, B cells treated or normal mice (Fig. 4E). 363 

 364 

Bregs adoptive transfer in IL-10-/- EAE mice 365 

To investigate the role of host endogenous IL-10 in the therapeutic effect induced by 366 

Bregs, we induced EAE in IL-10-/- mice as previously described. IL-10-/- mice were more 367 

susceptible to EAE disease compared to IL-10 sufficient C57BL/6 mice and the disease itself 368 

was significantly more severe (Fig. 5A). Animals had to be euthanized over time due to 369 

progressive deterioration of their wellbeing (Fig. 5B).  370 

After onset of EAE, the IL-10-/- mice received one injection per week of IL-10 sufficient 371 

Bregs or B cells, for three weeks. There was no amelioration of EAE disease score post adoptive 372 

transfer with Bregs (Fig. 5A). The severity and persistence of the disease observed post adoptive 373 

transfer with Bregs suggests that host endogenous IL-10 is necessary for therapeutic effect of Bregs 374 

in EAE animals and remyelination.  375 
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Discussion 376 

The ability of Bregs to regulate the immune response and to mitigate EAE symptoms has 377 

been established (Mann et al., 2007; Matsushita et al., 2008). Moreover, we also have previously 378 

demonstrated that adoptive transfer of Bregs in a murine model of MS (EAE) was able to 379 

ameliorate the disease progression by inducing IL-10 producing CD4+ T cells including 380 

conventional FoxP3+ Tregs, as well as FoxP3- Tr-1 cells within the CNS (Pennati et al., 2016). 381 

Interestingly, Bregs do not home to the CNS but to secondary lymphoid organs, spleen and lymph 382 

nodes. However, if amelioration of EAE could be attributed to immune suppression, full 383 

remission of the disease can only be accomplished with the restoration of myelin sheaths by 384 

mobilization and maturation of OPC. 385 

To understand whether the remission of EAE mice treated with Bregs was accompanied by 386 

remyelination, we here performed analyses of the spinal cords with sections stained with 387 

toluidine blue and secondly with transmission electron microscopy. Demyelination and 388 

remyelination was observed in the spinal cord white matter of all the EAE mice. Demyelination 389 

lesions were observed throughout the lumbar and thoracic areas and contribute to the neurologic 390 

deficit of the EAE model. Additionally, spinal cord lesions were comparable in size and location 391 

in the untreated and B cells treated mice. The morphological hallmark of remyelination is 392 

proposed to be the presence of axons with thin myelin sheaths that have a significant increase in 393 

the g-ratio (axon diameter/total fiber diameter) (Franklin and Goldman, 2015). To determine if 394 

nerve fibers in EAE mice treated with Bregs underwent remyelination, the g-ratio was assessed. 395 

Since the percentage of spinal cord regions affected by EAE lesions varied greatly even within 396 

the same animal; cervical, thoracic and lumbar segments of spinal cords were examined and 397 

microphotographs collected for the lateral, ventral and dorsal area of each sections. Measured g-398 
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ratio values in the lumbar regions of untreated EAE mice at onset of the disease revealed the 399 

presence of demyelinated lesions with size and location comparable with the ones observed in 400 

EAE mice treated with B cells three weeks post adoptive transfer. Smaller lesions were observed 401 

in the thoracic areas of untreated EAE mice compared to B cells-treated EAE mice. Clear 402 

findings of remyelination in Bregs treated animal was noticeable from 3.5 weeks post adoptive 403 

transfer, mainly in the lumbar and thoracic regions that correlate with recovery from hind limb 404 

paralysis, compared to EAE mice that received B cells. Moreover, the g-ratio in Bregs treated 405 

animals was comparable to the one observed in otherwise normal age/gender matched wild type 406 

mice. This data is indicative of an increase in both remyelination and thickness of myelin on 407 

remyelinated axons post adoptive Bregs transfer, implying an activation/recruitment of 408 

endogenous OPC.  No differences were noticeable in the cervical region typically spared 409 

meaningful demyelination in actively ill EAE mice. 410 

CNS resident microglia and monocytes/macrophages are key players in immune 411 

regulation of the CNS, neurogenesis, synaptic pruning as well as by secreting growth factors – 412 

such as IL-10 – and chemokines important for activation and migration of OPC (Kremlev et al., 413 

2004; Peferoen et al., 2014; Lloyd and Miron, 2019). In different neurological disorders similar 414 

to what is observed in MS, microglia/macrophage activation has been shown to lead to the 415 

secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Wang et al., 2015). Conversly, both macrophages and 416 

microglia appear to play a beneficial role in remyelination. In EAE mice, IL-4-activated 417 

microglia injected into the cerebrospinal fluid, induced oligodendrogenesis and improved clinical 418 

outcome of the diseases by sustaining CNS development (Butovsky et al., 2006). Indeed, OPC 419 

and oligodendrocytes have been found to be responsive to many cytokines and chemokines, 420 

including IL-10, by the expression or their cognate immune receptors (Kremlev et al., 2004). We 421 
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already reported in two distinct murine models of neurodegenerative disease that adoptive 422 

transfer of Bregs leads to CNS infiltration by IL-10+ Tregs and Tr-1 providing a plausible source of 423 

a morphogen [e.g.: IL-10] that may drive oligodendrogenesis. This phenomenon is further 424 

associated with a dramatically decreased frequency of infiltrating monocytes/macrophages in the 425 

CNS (Pennati et al., 2016; Pennati et al., 2018). We found that EAE mice treated with Bregs 426 

showed a decrease frequency of myeloid derived macrophages (CD45highCD11b+), both in brains 427 

and spinal cords as well as a significant decrease in resident microglia (CD45highCD11b+Ly6C-) 428 

in the spinal cords as well. Both CNS resident macrophages and microglia also displayed 429 

features consistent with M2-like polarization as reflected by CD206 expression. We showed that 430 

the adoptive transfer of Bregs not only normalized the content of myeloid derived cells in the CNS 431 

to levels comparable to that observed in the wild type mice but polarized their phenotype to be 432 

immunosuppressive and more regenerative.  433 

Interestingly, it has been found that polarization toward an M2 phenotype occurs in 434 

resident microglia and myeloid derived macrophages in CNS lesion during remyelination (Miron 435 

et al., 2013). Moreover, our data indicate the importance of endogenous IL-10 for the 436 

remyelination process induced by Bregs. Indeed, IL-10-/- mice not only developed a more severe 437 

form of EAE but they were also unresponsive to IL-10 sufficient Bregs treatment and did not 438 

show any amelioration of disease offset. These observations as well as our previous report that 439 

Bregs leads to secondary homing of IL-10+ T-cells in CNS suggests that IL-10 derived from these 440 

CNS resident myeloid and lymphoid suppressor cells may be providing the impetus for OPC 441 

activation and remyelination following Bregs transfusion. 442 

During EAE, a general expansion of endogenous CNS-resident OPC cells in the spinal 443 

cord has been documented in the early phases of the disease followed by a sequential expansion 444 
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of late OPC populations (Robinson et al., 2014). However, full maturation of OPC in EAE mice 445 

is partial and cannot fully repair myelin defects (Young et al., 2013). The partial remission of 446 

EAE is usually associated with decreased inflammation rather than remyelination. Indeed, OPC 447 

collected from spinal cords of control B cells treated EAE mice did not express early OPC 448 

markers and showed only a partial overexpression of late progenitor O1 marker. This observation 449 

suggested the inability of these control animals to fully mature OPC cells and remyelinate lesions 450 

in the spinal cord. In contrast, Bregs treated EAE animals displayed significant expression of early 451 

OPC progenitor markers concurrent to full clinical remission.  452 

Moreover, an upregulation of pre-myelinating oligodendrocytes markers such as GalC 453 

and O1 was also observable in EAE mice treated with Bregs. In B cells-treated mice only O1 was 454 

upregulated after 3 weeks. This suggested the inability of these EAE animals to fully mature 455 

OPC cells, and therefor properly remyelinate the lesions already created in the spinal cord. 456 

Similarly, Bregs treated animals showed higher expression of MBP during remyelination and 457 

remission of the disease as well an overexpression of MOG compared to untreated EAE mice 458 

and/or animals treated with B cells. In mouse, PRRX1 has been associated with neural progenitor 459 

cells self-renewal (Shimozaki et al., 2013) and in human upregulation induced quiescence of 460 

OPC (Wang et al., 2018). Interestingly, PRRX1 expression was present only in normal mice and 461 

B cells-treated animals. The treatment with Bregs was able to fully downregulate the transcription 462 

factor. Treatment with Bregs is most likely able to induce maturation and differentiation of OPC 463 

similarly to what is observed in humans (Wang et al., 2018). 464 

MS is the most common demyelinating disease of human adults (Ritzel et al., 2015). 465 

Treatments available are essentially immunosuppressive: they decrease the frequencies of 466 

relapses but do not affect disease progression or promote remyelination (Axisa and Hafler, 2016; 467 
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Cree and Hartung, 2016; Hartung, 2017). The only investigational drug with early clinical 468 

evidence of promoting remyelination is the over-the-counter medication clemastine fumarate 469 

(Green et al., 2017). In a phase II clinical trial (NCT02040298), the oral antihistamine modestly 470 

improved the transmission of electrical signals in the optic nerve. This effect was seen in 50 471 

patients with remitting-relapsing MS who were experiencing chronic demyelinating optic 472 

neuropathy while on immuno-modulating therapy. While the study with clemastine fumarate was 473 

a promising single-center study whose findings need to be confirmed on a larger scale, the 474 

development of remyelinating therapies for MS is indeed an urgent and unmet medical need 475 

(Green et al., 2017). By regenerating the myelin sheath around the axons, neuronal function can 476 

be fully restored and prevent further neuronal loss and clinical disability. 477 

Our findings provide evidence that treatment of EAE mice with transfusion of syngeneic 478 

regulatory B cells not only altered the immune microenvironment within the CNS (myeloid 479 

derived cells and infiltrating lymphocytes) but also induced regeneration of myelin sheaths along 480 

the spinal column axons of Bregs treated mice (Fig. 6). Separate from traditional immune 481 

suppressive strategies that typically attempt to deplete or counteract the number and function of 482 

pathogenic lymphomyeloid cells, one can envision the use of autologous Bregs to normalize CNS 483 

immune homeostasis by reshaping CNS endogenous activated immune cells and secondarily 484 

promoting remyelination by morphogen activated OPCs. 485 

486 
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Figures 599 

Figure 1. Adoptive transfer of Bregs or B cells in EAE mice and spinal cord myelination. (A) 600 

Disease progression and clinical score in three cohorts of EAE C57BL/6 mice: untreated, treated 601 

with Bregs or B cells (n=6). Arrows indicate the adoptive transfer of 2x106 Bregs or B cells. (B) 602 

Spinal cord analysis with toluidine blue-stained sections (thoracic and lumbar region) in wild 603 

type, EAE untreated, EAE Bregs treated and EAE B cells treated mice. Arrows indicate regions of 604 

demyelination in the spinal cord of EAE untreated and EAE B cells treated animals. (C) 605 

Quantitative comparison of relative lesions in EAE Bregs or B cells treated mice 3.5 weeks post 606 

adoptive transfer, EAE mice 13 dpi, and wild type animals. From each of the cross-section in 607 

Fig. 1A, the total of white matter was outlined. Lesion areas, defined as regions of white matter 608 

with demyelination or remyelination, were then traced in the same cross-sections. Data are 609 

representative of 3 independent experiments in vivo with n ≥ 6. Data are expressed as the mean 610 ± SEM and analyzed by Student’s t-test, *P <0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 in comparison 611 

with the corresponding control, shown 3 representative mice. 612 

 613 

Figure 2. Transmission electron microscopy on spinal cords of wild type, EAE untreated 614 

mice, and Bregs or B cells treated EAE mice. (A) Electron micrograph of spinal cords (3,400 x), 615 

thoracic and lumbar regions of wild type mice, untreated EAE mice, Bregs or B cells treated 616 

EAE mice in cross-sections. (B) The box plots represent g-ratio (diameter of the inner axon:outer 617 

diameter of myelinated fiber). Data are representative of 2 independent experiments in vivo with 618 

n ≥ 6. Data are presented as box and whiskers (Min to Max) and analyzed by Student’s t-test, *P 619 

< 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 in comparison with the corresponding control, shown 4 620 

representative mice. 621 
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Figure 3. Flow cytometry analysis of freshly isolated CNS infiltrating 622 

monocytes/macrophages and resident microglia post Bregs adoptive transfer in EAE mice 623 

compared to wild-type animals. Content and phenotype of (A, B) monocytes/macrophages 624 

(CD11b+CD45highLy6c+) and (C, D) microglia (CD11b+CD45intLy6C-) was determined. Data are 625 

representative of 2 independent experiments in vivo with n ≥ 6. Data are expressed as the mean 626 ± SEM and analyzed by Student’s t-test, *P <0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 in comparison 627 

with the corresponding control. 628 

 629 

Figure 4. Oligodendroglial lineage post adoptive transfer with B cells or Bregs in EAE mice. 630 

Mice were sacrificed starting 2 weeks post adoptive cell transfer and spinal cords were collected 631 

for analysis by flow cytometry and western blotting. Naïve mice and untreated EAE mice were 632 

used as control (A) Gating strategy: singles cells in side and forward scatter, cells, live cells 633 

follow by CD45-/low gate. (B) Expression of oligodendroglial markers 2 (and 3.5 weeks for Bregs
**

 634 

treated animals) post adoptive transfer with Bregs or B cells compared to wild type and EAE 635 

untreated mice: A2B5, CD140, GalC and O1 in wild-type mice and EAE C57BL/6 treated either 636 

with B cells or Bregs. (C) Statistical analysis of the oligodendroglial markers expression in the 637 

spinal cords and brains 2 weeks post adoptive transfer. (D) Oligodendroglial phenotyping from 638 

spinal cords in wild type, Bregs and B cells-treated mice: A2B5+CD140+, early OPC and 639 

O1+GALC+ mature oligodendrocytes. (E) Western blotting analysis on the expression of MOG, 640 

MBP and PRRX1 by spinal cord oligodendrocytes from EAE C57BL/6 mice untreated, treated 641 

with Bregs or B cells, and wild-type mice 2 weeks post adoptive transfer, load control GADPH. 642 

Data are representative of 3 independent experiments in vivo with n ≥ 6. Data are expressed as 643 
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the mean ± SEM and analyzed by Student’s t-test, *P < 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 in 644 

comparison with the corresponding control. 645 

 646 

Figure 5. Effect of adoptive transfer of Bregs in IL-10-/- EAE mice. (A) Disease progression 647 

and clinical score in 2 cohort of EAE IL-10-/- mice treated with Bregs or B cells. Arrows indicate 648 

the adoptive transfer of 2x106 Bregs or B cells generated/obtained from IL-10 sufficient C57BL/6 649 

mice. (B) Survival curve of IL-10-/- mice following adoptive transfer with Bregs or B cells. Data 650 

are representative of 2 independent experiments in vivo with n=6 Data are expressed as the mean 651 

± SEM and analyzed by Student’s t-test, *P < 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 in comparison 652 

with the corresponding control. 653 

 654 

Figure 6. Model of repair process induced by Bregs and effect in lymphoid organs and CNS. 655 

EAE manifested with an increase in autoreactive T cells and inflammation in lymphoid organs 656 

and the CNS causing demyelination and axon loss occur. In lymphoid organs, autoreactive T 657 

cells (Th1 and Th17) are induced post MOG-immunization and they then migrate in the CNS. 658 

The inflammatory microenvironment of the CNS induced demyelination and loss of 659 

oligodendrocytes. Myeloid-derived cells, both resident microglia and blood-derived 660 

monocytes/macrophages, showed a pro-inflammatory phenotype in B cells treated mice 661 

compared to wild type or Bregs treated animals (left panel). Adoptive transfer of Bregs can decrease 662 

the frequency of autoreactive T cell in the periphery and the CNS with concomitant increased of 663 

IL-10 producing T cells, both Tr-1 and canonical Tregs. Moreover, in mice that received Bregs, 664 

myeloid derived cells, both monocytes/macrophages and microglia, displayed a more 665 

immunosuppressive phenotype and their frequency is lowered respect to EAE mice (right panel). 666 
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Concomitantly, a maturation/differentiation of OPC was evident in the spinal cords of mice that 667 

received Bregs concurrent with remyelination.  668 














